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Abstract— Iris images acquired from a partially cooperating
subject often suffer from blur, occlusion due to eyelids, and
specular reflections. The performance of existing iris recognition
systems degrade significantly on these images. Hence it is
essential to select good images from the incoming iris video
stream, before they are input to the recognition algorithm.
In this paper, we propose a sparsity based algorithm for
selection of good iris images and their subsequent recognition.
Unlike most existing algorithms for iris image selection, our
method can handle segmentation errors and a wider range
of acquisition artifacts common in iris image capture. We
perform selection and recognition in a single step which is
more efficient than devising separate specialized algorithms
for the two. Recognition from partially cooperating users is a
significant step towards deploying iris systems in a wide variety
of applications.

2) Our method can perform both iris selection and recognition in a single step, which is more efficient than
utilizing two separate algorithms for the same.
3) We can handle a wide variety of acquisition artifacts
such as blur, occlusion and specular reflections.
4) The proposed image quality measure can handle segmentation errors unlike most of the existing methods.
This is a very useful asset as segmentation results will
also be poor when the image quality is bad.
5) The introduced quality measure is also a confidence
measure of recognition as demonstrated in section VE.

I. INTRODUCTION
Iris recognition is one of the most promising approaches
for biometric authentication. The iris pattern is unique to
each individual and is believed to remain essentially stable
through out ones life time. Existing algorithms based on
extracting and matching features from the iris have reported
very high recognition rates on clean iris datasets. Since
they rely on the fine textural features on the human iris
for recognition, their performance will degrade significantly
when the image quality is poor. Iris segmentation results will
also be poor on such images, which will in turn affect the
recognition rate. So most of them require good quality iris
images which in turn demands high level of cooperation of
the users.
This seriously limits the application of iris recognition
systems in uncontrolled scenarios, where user cooperation is
normally limited. When the subjects are not fully cooperating
with the system, many of the acquired iris images will
suffer from artifacts such as defocus blur, motion blur,
occlusion due to eyelids and specular reflections on the iris.
Fig. 1 shows some of these distortions on images from
the ND-IRIS-0405 dataset [1]. Hence it is essential to first
select the “recognizable” iris images before employing the
recognition algorithm. In this paper, we extend the use of
sparse representations for recognition as proposed in [2], for
selection and recognition of iris images with a modified cost
function. The chief novelties of our algorithm are
1) We have utilized sparse representations techniques for
iris image selection and recognition.
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Fig. 1. Some badly acquired iris images from the ND-IRIS-0405 dataset.
Note that image (a) has specular reflections on the iris and is also hard to
be segmented correctly due to the tilt and non circular shape. Images (b)
and (d) are blurred whereas image (c) is occluded by the shadow of the
eyelids.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section
II, we discuss some of the existing algorithms for iris image
selection and recognition. The theory of sparse representation
is presented in section III. Section IV describes our algorithm. We present experiments and results on simulated and
real iris images in section V. We briefly outline the future
work and conclude the paper in section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
The first operational iris system was developed by Daugman [3] in 1993. In his method, Gabor features were extracted from scale normalized iris regions and were quantized
to form a 2K bit iris code. The Hamming distance between
the iris code of the test and the training iris images was
used for recognition. Wildes [4] used Laplacian of Gaussian
filter at multiple scales to produce a template and used the
normalized correlation as the similarity measure. Numerous
iris recognition algorithms have been proposed in recent
years. Most of them differ from Daugman’s algorithm in
the image feature selection and matching scheme they use.
See [5] for an excellent survey of papers on iris recognition.
Most of these algorithms assume good quality iris images
and perfect segmentation, which is not possible in an iris
recognition system without full cooperation from the users.

Good quality images are essential for biometric systems [6]. Daugman [3] used the energy of the high frequency
components as a measure of blur. Proenca and Alexandre [7] trained a neural network to identify common noise
degradations in iris images. Zhu et al. [8] used the wavelet
coefficients to evaluate the quality of the iris images. The
Fourier spectra of local iris regions was used by Ma et al. to
characterize blur and occlusion [9]. Rakshit and Monro used
the quality and position of specular reflections for selecting
good quality images [10]. A statistical method to detect wide
variety of artifacts is presented in [11]. All these methods
assume good iris segmentation. But iris segmentation will
be equally poor when the image quality is bad. Chen et
al. [12] proposed image quality estimation without assuming
good segmentation. Most of these algorithms are specialized
for image selection and so a separate method is required
for recognizing iris images with an exception of the Daugman’s method. This will be slower and also computationally
more demanding. Majority of the methods above use some
heuristics to measure iris image quality and hence cannot
handle the wide variety of common artifacts possible during
iris image acquisition. In contrast, the introduced image
quality measure can handle segmentation errors, occlusion,
specular reflections and blur. We also perform selection and
recognition in a single step.
A parallel area of research aimed at reducing the user
co-operation in iris recognition systems is developing less
intrusive acquisition systems. One significant work is the
“Iris on the Move” project by Matey et al. [13], which can
capture iris images over a wider volume. Wheeler et al.
developed a standoff iris recognition system, which can recognize people standing in front and facing the system [14].
Their approach is to “continuously capture iris images and
attempt recognition until it succeeds”. We believe that using
an image selection algorithm like ours will further improve
the performance of these systems.
III. T HEORY
In object recognition, given a set of labeled training
samples, the task is to identify the class to which a test
sample belongs to. In what follows, we propose to use sparse
representations of images for recognition of iris images.
A. Sparse Representations
Suppose that we are given L distinct classes and a set of
n training images per class. We identify an l × p grayscale
image as an N -dimensional vector which can be obtained by
stacking its columns. Let Dk = [xk1 , ..., xkn ] be an N × n
matrix of training images from the k th class. Define a new
matrix, D, as the concatenation of training samples from all
the classes as
D = [D1 , ..., DL ] ∈ RN ×(n.L)
= [x11 , ..., x1n |x21 , ..., x2n |......|xL1 , ..., xLn ].

We consider an observation vector y ∈ RN of unknown class
as a linear combination of the training vectors as
y=

L 
n


αij xij

(1)

i=1 j=1

with coefficients αij ∈ R. The above equation can be more
compactly written as
y = Dα,

(2)

where
α = [α11 , ..., α1n |α21 , ..., α2n |......|αL1 , ..., αLn ]T

(3)

and .T denotes the transposition operation. Here, we make
an assumption that given sufficient training samples of the
k th class, Dk , any new test image y ∈ RN that belongs to
the same class will approximately lie in the linear span of
the training samples from the class k. This implies that most
of the coefficients not associated with class k in (3) will be
close to zero.
B. Sparse Recovery
In order to represent an observed vector y ∈ RN as a
sparse vector α, one needs to solve the system of linear
equations (2). There exists several decomposition methods
for obtaining solutions to (2). One such method is known as
the Method of Frames (MOF) [15]. Among all the solutions
of (2), the MOF picks out the one whose coefficients have
minimum 2 norm
α̂ = arg min  α 2 subject to y = Dα .
α ∈RN

(4)

The solution to the above problem is given by
α̂ = D† y = D∗ (DD∗ )−1 y,

(5)

where D∗ is the adjoint of D. This solution, however, yields
a non-sparse vector which may not be informative for the
recognition task.
The approach, we take in this paper, is to instead find the
sparsest solution to y = Dα. This can be done by solving
the following optimization problem
α̂ = arg min  α 1 subject to y = Dα ,
α ∈RN

(6)

where .1 denotes the 1 norm. This problem is often known
as Basis Pursuit (BP) and can be solved in polynomial time
[15]. In the case when noisy observations are given, Basis
Pursuit DeNoising (BPDN) can be used to estimate α
α̂ = arg min  α 1 subject to y − Dα  ≤ ε,
α ∈RN

(7)

where we have assumed the observation are of the form
y = Dα + η with  η 2 ≤ ε.

C. Sparse Recognition

IV. I RIS S ELECTION A ND R ECOGNITION

Given an observation vector y from one of the L classes
in the training set, we compute its coefficients α̂ by solving
either (6) or (7). We perform classification based on the
fact that high values of the coefficients α̂ will be associated
with the columns of D from a single class. We do this by
comparing how well the different parts of the estimated coefficients, α̂, represent y. The minimum of the representation
error or the residual error is then used to identify the correct
class. The residual error of class k is calculated by keeping
the coefficients associated with that class and setting the
coefficients not associated with class k to zero. This can be
done by introducing a characteristic function, Πk , that selects
the coefficients associated with the k th class as follows
rk (y) = y − DΠk (α̂)2 .

(8)

The class, d, that is associated to an observed vector, is then
declared as the one that produces the smallest approximation
error
d = arg min rk (y).

(9)

k

We now summarize our algorithm as follows:
Given a matrix of training samples D ∈ RN ×(n.L) for L
classes and a test sample y ∈ RN :

In this section, we describe various steps of our algorithm. The iris image is first segmented using Hough
Transforms [16]. In order to retain realistic segmentation
errors possible in a practical scenario, we have avoided
manual segmentation of the wrongly segmented images.
From the segmented iris image, a 20 × 240 iris template
is formed by sampling. The Gabor features of the template
of the training images are used to populate the D matrix in
section III-C. Note that our algorithm is independent of the
features used and one can combine easily multiple features to
improve the performance. Corresponding to each test image,
the y vector is formed from the iris template in the same
manner. In our approach, we employed a highly efficient
algorithm that is suitable for large scale applications known
as the Spectral Projected Gradient (SPGL1) algorithm [17]
to obtain the sparse representation. From the representation,
the SCI is computed using equation (11) and is compared
to a predefined threshold to remove the poor quality images.
The block diagram of our method is given in Fig. 2.
To speed up our algorithm, we have performed recognition
separately for different sectors of the iris and combined the
individual results by voting. This can be done in parallel and
also makes our algorithm robust to occlusions and specular
reflections.

1) Solve the BP (6) or BPDN (7) problem.
2) Compute the residual using (8).
3) Identify y using (9).

Input Iris Image

Iris Segmentation

Instead of minimizing either (6) or (7) as done in [2], we
minimize the following modified BPDN problem


α̂ = arg min  z 1 subject to y − Dα  ≤ ε,
α ∈RN

Feature Extraction

(10)
Sparse Representation

where z = [z1 , ..., zL ] ∈ RL and zk = Πk (α ) 2 . By
minimizing the L1 norm of z, we enforce the training vectors
of the same class to have high coefficients, thereby producing
sparser vectors in contrast to the method proposed in [2].

Compute SCI

No
SCI > Threshold

D. Image quality measure
For classification, it is important to be able to detect and
then reject invalid test samples. To decide whether a given
test sample is a valid sample or not, the notion of Sparsity
Concentration Index (SCI) was proposed in [2]. The SCI
of a coefficient vector α ∈ R(L.n) is defined as
SCI(α) =

L. max Πi (α)1
α1

L−1

−1

.

(11)

SCI takes values between 0 and 1. SCI values close
to 1 correspond to the fact that the test image can be
approximately represented by using only images from a
single class. If SCI = 0 then the coefficients are spread
evenly over all classes. A threshold can be chosen such that
it rejects outliers. For instance, a test image can be rejected
if SCI(α̂) < λ and otherwise accepted as valid, where λ is
some chosen threshold between 0 and 1.

Reject Image

Yes
Compute
Reconstruction Error
Select
Minimizer

Fig. 2.

Block diagram of the proposed method.

V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
In the following subsections, we present image selection
and recognition results on simulated data as well as on real
images from the ND-IRIS-0405 dataset [1]. It is a superset
of the ICE2005 and ICE2006 iris datasets. It contains about
65,000 iris images belonging to 356 persons, with a wide
variety of distortions, facilitating the testing and performance

evaluation of our algorithm. To illustrate the robustness of
our algorithm to occlusion due to eyelids and eyelashes, we
perform only a simple iris segmentation scheme detecting
just the pupil and iris boundaries and not the segmentation
of the eyelids and eye lashes. We use the publically available
code of Masek et al. [16] for detecting these boundaries.
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A. Variation of SCI with common distortions during image
acquisition

Fig. 3. Simulated Distortions on the images from the ND dataset. The
detected pupil and iris boundaries are indicated as red circles.
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Some of the common distortions possible during iris image
acquisition are blurring due to defocus and movement of the
subject, occlusion due to eye lids and specular reflections.
There can also be errors in iris segmentation. To study the
variation in SCI in the presence of these distortions, we
simulate them on the clean iris images from the ND dataset.
We selected the clean iris images of the left eye of eighty
persons. Ten such images per person formed the gallery
and distortions were simulated on the remaining images,
which formed the probes. We consider seven different levels
of distortion for each case, with level one indicating no
distortion and level seven indicating maximum distortion.
Fig. 3 shows some of the simulated images from the ND
dataset. The first column includes images with distortion
level one (no distortion). The middle column contains images
with distortion level three (moderate distortions). The right
most column contain images with distortion level five (high
distortion). The first row contains images with blur while
the second contains images with occlusion. Images with
simulated segmentation error and specular reflections are
shown in the third and fourth rows respectively.
Fig. 4 illustrates the variation of SCI with the common
acquisition distortions. It can be observed that good images
have high SCI values whereas the ones with distortion have
lower SCI values. So by suitably thresholding the SCI value
of the test image, we can remove the bad images before the
recognition stage. Observe that the relatively lower decrease
in SCI with occlusion and specular reflection explains the
increased robustness attained by our algorithm through separate recognition and voting described in section IV.
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Fig. 4.
Plot of the variation in SCI values with common distortions
in iris image acquisition. Red(Blur), Green(Specular Reflections), Blue
(Segmentation Errors) and Cyan(Occlusion due to eyelids). Note that the
SCI falls monotonically with deterioration in the iris images.

B. Image Selection Results on the ND Dataset
In this section, we illustrate the performance of our image
selection algorithm on the images from the ND dataset.
We selected 80 persons having sufficiently large number
of iris images with different distortions like blur, occlusion
and segmentation errors. Fifteen clean images per person
were hand picked which formed the gallery. Upto fifteen
images with blur, occlusion and segmentation errors were
also selected. As mentioned above, we perform just a simple
segmentation scheme, retaining possible occlusion due to
eyelids and eyelashes in the iris vector. The Gabor features of
the iris vector are computed and are input to our algorithm.
Fig. 5(a) shows the Receiver Operator Characteristics(ROC) of our algorithm (black), compared to the publically available iris recognition system of Masek et al. [16]
(red), when the probe images are blurred. Since the data has
occlusion, for a fair comparison, we modified his algorithm,

recognizing the different sectors of the iris separately and
fusing the results through voting. Note that our ROC curve
is significantly sharper than that of the Masek’s recognition
system indicating superior performance.
The effect of occlusion in iris images due to eye lids, eye
lashes and specular reflections are illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
Images with occlusion were obtained for each of the eighty
classes under consideration and were used as probes. The
ROC curve of our algorithm is shown in black and that of
Masek’s system is shown in red. Note that our method gives
a higher verification rate when compared to the Masek’s
implementation for each false positive rate.
To study the effects of segmentation error, the gallery images were verified to be well segmented. Upto fifteen images
with segmentation errors were chosen for each person under
consideration, which formed the probes. Fig. 5(c) shows the

ROC curves of our method (black) and the Masek’s one (red)
in case of wrongly segmented images. Again using our image
selection algorithm improves the performance of the system
even with wrongly segmented images, an asset which many
of the existing quality estimation methods lack.

were separately applied to the algorithm and the recognition
rates are reported in Table. I. An SCI threshold of .7 was
used in these experiments. In Fig. 6, we display the iris
TABLE I
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images having the least SCI value for the blur, occlusion
and segmentation error experiments performed on the real
iris images in the ND dataset as mentioned above. As can
be observed, the low SCI images suffer from high amounts
of distortion.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the ROC curves for our algorithm (Sparsity Based)
and publically available algorithm of Masek (Hamming Distance Based)
using clean iris images in the gallery and probe images containing (a)
Blurring (b) Occlusions and (c) Segmentation Errors.

C. Recognition Results On Images From The ND Dataset
In this section, we first illustrate the performance of our
recognition algorithm on clean images from the ND dataset.
As explained before, eighty subjects were selected from the
dataset. Fifteen clean images of the left iris were hand picked
for each person. Out of these fifteen images per person,
twelve were randomly selected to form the gallery and the
remaining three images per person were used as probe.
Since the dataset is clean, we avoided the image selection
stage and directly applied our iris recognition algorithm.
This enables us to evaluate the recognition performance of
our algorithm separately. We compare our algorithm to a
nearest neighbour based recognition algorithm(NN) on the
Gabor features and Masek’s implementation. Since we use
tough segmentation conditions retaining the eye lids and
eye lashes in the iris vector, direct application of NN and
Masek’s method gave poor results. For fair comparison, we
divided the iris images into different sectors, obtained the
results using these methods separately on each sectors and
combined the results by voting. We obtained a recognition
rate of 99.17% when compared to 98.33% for the NN and
97.5% for the Masek’s method.
To evaluate the recognition performance of our algorithm
on poorly acquired images, we hand picked images with
blur, occlusion and segmentation errors as explained in the
previous section. 15 clean images per person were used to
form the gallery. Probes containing each type of distortion

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Iris images with low SCI values in the ND dataset. Note that the
images in (a), (b) and (c) suffer from high amounts of blur, occlusion and
segmentation errors respectively .

D. Effect of the number of training images on performance
In this section, we study the effect of the number of
training images on recognition rate of our algorithm. We vary
the number of training images from one per class to twelve
per class on the ND dataset. The testing images consisting
of three iris images per person are used to test each of these
cases. The variation of recognition rate obtained is plotted in
Fig. 7. The more the number of training images, the better
the recognition rate becomes. This is hardly surprising as
our assumption that the training images span the space of
testing images becomes more valid as the number of training
images increases. In unconstrained iris recognition systems
which we are interested in, this is not a bottle neck as we can
get large number of iris images from the incoming iris video.
So one can expect to have sufficiently high training images,
even after removing the bad ones by our image selection
algorithm.
E. SCI as a measure of confidence in Recognition
We have empirically observed that higher the SCI value
for the test image, higher the probability that it is correctly
classified. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. This observation is
expected as high SCI means that the reconstructed vector will
be sparse. If the training images span the space of possible

Recognition Rate Versus Number Of Training Images

poor quality iris images using compressed sensing techniques
[19], [20] is also being investigated.
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Fig. 7. Plot of the variation in recognition rate of our algorithm with the
number of training images per class. Note that the performance increase
monotonically with the number of training images.

testing images, the training images of the correct class will
have high coefficients. So the only possible sparse vector
is the one in which the correct class has high coefficients
and others having zero coefficients, which will be correctly
classified by our algorithm. So by putting a higher threshold
on SCI during the image selection stage, we can reduce the
false positive rate significantly.
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Fig. 8. Plot of the SCI Values of test images of a random trial of the
ND dataset. Red dots indicate the wrongly classified images. Observe that
the wrongly classified images have very low SCI values and hence the
corresponding vectors are not sparse.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have developed a unified approach for
iris image selection and recognition. Results of simulation
and real data indicate that our method can handle a wide
variety of commonly possible distortions in iris image acquisition including blur, occlusions and segmentation errors,
and give high recognition results. Currently we are working
on extending our algorithm for automatic recognition of iris
videos in unconstrained conditions without full cooperation
of the subjects. This is a major challenge in our grand
goal of developing iris recognition systems in surveillance
applications with limited cooperation from the subjects. We
are also exploring ways of developing a minimal set of
training images from the incoming video, which can span
the testing image space and possibility of adapting other
algorithms such as elastic net [18]. A method that can handle
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